Most of edge detection algorithms are based on the gradient method. When texture is complex, especially in scale light background, the image may be cluttered. Thus, it is hard to find useful information in the edge map. In this article, a local energy model, which is relative to Human Vision System (HVS), is proposed to detect robust and useful edges. We give non-classic receptive field (Non-CRF) methods to detect interested edges. The experimental results show that the method we proposed in this paper is much better than gradient methods in detecting edges interested.
INTRODUCTION
Edge detection plays an important role in many image processing areas, such as scene matching, image segment, and pattern recognition and machine vision. Edge is one of the most important features of image. It can reduce image storage size while preserve target shape information. Since 1980s, researchers have developed many edge detection algorithms to adapt different applications. Canny edge detection operator [1] could be the most familiar operator to researchers. As sun elevation angle (illumination conditions) changes, the sea surface shows different statements. If in the especial angle we could see tow things the sky and the scale light. So the edges are not robust. Existent edges may disappear and nonexistent edges may appear even flood in light. In complex illumination conditions, it is important to find out robust edges because their features should be invariant which will give useful and important information of the image. The "good" feature should be robust to image acquisition conditions. Most prevalent methods are based on gradient method; however, the gradient method is not robust to illumination changes. The Human Vision System (HVS) is robust to many imaging conditions changes. No matter whether the scene is dark or bright, human beings can get the scene information and recognize targets. So we can detect a robust edge through HVS research [2] . In this text we give a local energy model. The computational model is basis on a biologically motivated edge detection algorithm in image processing. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes biological principle and the local energy model. Simple cell, complex cell, the related Gabor and Gabor energy filters are briefly discussed. Then the contour operators that employ non-CRF inhibition are introduced. In section III, we give the experimental results obtained with the non-CRF method and the Canny operator and compare them. Finally, we summarize and draw conclusion in section IV.
BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Local energy model
Researchers have made great effort to understand the mechanism that how human observe the world scene through eyes. They called the area where sense and percept illumination receptive field [3] . They have given models of cells in eye, like simple cell and complex cell.
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The simple cells in human's retina can be modeled as a series of two dimensional Gabor filters [3, 4] Equation (1) gives computational model of Gabor filters. λ is wavelength and 1/ λ is the spatial frequency of the cosine factor. The ratio / σ λ determines the spatial frequency bandwidth. The parameter θ determines the preferred orientation. Preferred orientation will be selected by changing the value of θ . The parameter ϕ is the phase offset, which determines the symmetry of Gabor filter , , , ( , ) g is energy feature image of the image. In the most applications, we often use conjugate symmetric Gabor pairs to get the symmetric and anti-symmetric energy feature images.
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Complex cell combines simple cells together and get the local energy. In our computational model, the process of complex cell is to combine symmetric and anti-symmetric energy feature image pairs in the local energy image [5] . Local energy image is very sensitive for the human eyes. This model is the local energy model, which simulates retina cells and can be computational.
Inhibition model
Following the local energy computation, an inhibition term can be calculated based on the local energies with different scales and orientations. There are two types of inhibition of interest. One depends on orientation of the stimuli in the central (anisotropic) and surrounds regions, while the other does not (isotropic). For a given point in the image, the inhibition term is computed in a circular area around it. In the following, the inhibition terms are constructed in the same way in [6, 7] . 
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From equation 1 to 6, we give the computational model based on the research of human eyes. We can get robust contours though this method, because the local energy model and inhibition model simulates human eyes, not like gradient methods only use information from image. Local energy is widely used for image processing algorithms such as phase congruency [8] . Also the mathematical model include local energy model and inhibition model, we named this computational model local energy model.
RESULTS
With the local energy computational model, we test the method on a series images. We choose 8 orientations and use three scales, and set wavelength is 12. Fig. 2 shows two results. Human maybe easily recognize the patterns pollute the texture. From Fig. 2 We also test our method on natural images. We use canny edge detector instead traditional algorithms for contrast. Fig. 3 shows our method can detect much more robust contours than canny method. We took the infrared picture which shot at ten o'clock AM. We can see the background filling scale light, edge detected using canny and our method. Results of canny method show clutter edges, texture occupy the information. That makes the interested edges hardly be recognized. We cannot find the ship information easily in results of canny method. The gradient method maybe trouble to detect features of images. But the results of our method show the ship very clearly. The important features have been preserved and the unimportant information has been abandoned. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new method of edge detection, which can be used on a wide range of images. The proposed method is based on the research of HVS, contributing to better edge detection. Different from the traditional methods like gradient method, we choose canny edge detector. Gradient methods process the whole image uniformly and cannot detect interesting features as shown in the Fig. 2, 3 and 4 with the experimental results. It is noteworthy that canny detector does not distinguish between contours (signal) and textures (noise), hence raising the threshold will decrease both signal and noise. This is in contrast to our method which can retain mostly the signal while rejecting the noise. In summary, the method is a useful computational method that improves edge detection quality. In scale light background the new method appears high quality effect for sea surface target detection.
